A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE
HOMESCHOOL IDAHO CONVENTION...
It was a __________(adjective) day that Friday that Mom decided __________(adverb)
that we were going to Homeschool Idaho's ____________(adjective) Homeschool
Convention in Nampa! Mom shouted, “Kids, __________(adverb) ________(verb), it’s
time to load up in the___________(type of transportation) and head to Convention!”
She said we should be sure to bring anything we need to stay entertained because it
was a ___________(length of time) drive to Nampa. So, I ______(verb), then went to
my room and gathered everything I needed to stay entertained on the
__________(adjective) trip to Convention. I packed my____________(favorite toy), my
____________(a pet), and ____________ (something you read). ______________
(name of a sibling or friend) packed a bag, too. I was shocked to see that (he/she)
completely filled up the biggest part of the backpack with ____________(a food). We
piled in the ______ (type of transportation), and on the way to Convention, we had to
stop two times! Once to buy ____________ (noun) and once in order for
____________(name of a family member) to ____________(verb). Finally, we arrived,
but we were running late for ____________(ing form of a verb). Mom shouted,
“Everybody out! Just leave your bags, we’ll come back and get what we need after I
____________(verb).” “Mom, I have to at least bring ____________(same pet used
above)!” “This is not the time for ____________(adjective) jokes,” she said as she
finished putting on her____________(a color) chapstick in the rearview mirror.” “Um,
it’s no joke, Mom. You told me to bring what I needed to stay entertained.” “Back in
the car!” she yelled. It was extremely _____________ (adjective) on
that____________(length of time) round-trip to home and back to Convention. You
can imagine how relieved I was when the first convention speaker we went to hear
said, “Parents, no matter how ____________(adjective) your trip getting here might
have been, the important thing is you got here!” Mom just looked over at me and
____________(past tense of a verb).
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